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Saturation of the width of the strength function
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The strength function of a single stateud& is studied using the deformed Gaussian orthogonal ensemble. In
particular we study the dependence of the spreading width ofud& on the degree of mixing.

PACS number~s!: 21.90.1f
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The mixing of a single state with a background of co
plicated states is important in the description of a variety
phenomena in nuclear physics, such as isobaric analo
resonances, giant dipole resonances, and the decay out s
deformed rotational bands. Such mixing can be convenie
described by the strength function@1# and it is interesting to
study the generic features of this object. Previous studie
this vein have investigated a single state coupled to a b
ground generated by a two-dimensional anharmonic osc
tor @2# and the spreading of a shell model basis state over
shell model eigenstates due to the the residual interaction@3#.
Here we use random matrix theory@4#.

We write the Hamiltonian,H, as the sum of two terms,

H5H01V. ~1!

The eigenstates,un&, and eigenvalues,En , of H satisfy

Hun&5Enun&, n51, . . .,N11, ~2!

while for H0 we have

H0uk&5Ekuk&, k51, . . .,N,

H0ud&5Edud&, d5N11. ~3!

The strength function is then defined as

Fd~E!5 (
n51

N11

u^dun&u2d~E2En!, ~4!

and describes how the stateud& is distributed over theN
11 eigenstates ofH. We shall choose the energy ofud&, Ed ,
such that it lies in the middle of the the spectrum ofH.

Some insight into the behavior of the strength functi
can be obtained by performing a two step diagonalization
H @1#. Let us represent the Hamiltonian in the ba
$uk&,ud&%. DiagonalizingH in the N-dimensional subspac
defined by excludingud& we obtain the set of eigenvecto
uq&5(k^kuq&uk& with eigenvaluesEq , q51, . . . ,N. The
Hamiltonian in the basis$uq&,ud&% has diagonal matrix ele
mentsEq , q51, . . . ,N andEd , d5N11 and non-zero off-
diagonal elementsVdq5Vqd5(kVdk^kuq& ~the Hamiltonian
is assumed to be real symmetric!. The diagonalization of the
intermediate matrix may be carried out analytically@1# so
that using a Lorentzian of widthI to represent thed function
in Eq. ~4!, one obtains@1#
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Fd~E!5
1

2p

Gd
↓1I

~E2Ed2Dd
↓!21S Gd

↓1I

2 D 2 , ~5!

where

Gd
↓~E!5I(

q

uV dqu2

~E2Eq!21S I

2D 2 ~6!

and

Dd
↓~E!5(

q

uV dqu2~E2Eq!

~E2Eq!21S I

2D 2 . ~7!

By making the further assumptions that the eigenvaluesEq
are equidistant with mean spacingD, that the squared matrix
elementsuV qdu2 have approximately the same order of ma
nitude, ^V 2&, for all q, and that the magnitude ofA^V 2& is
smaller than the energy range in which it may be conside
constant~while being larger thanD in order for the strength
function to have meaning!, the strength function may be ap
proximated by a Lorentzian@1,3#

Fd~E!'
1

2p

Gd
↓

~E2Ed!21S Gd
↓

2 D 2 , ~8!

where the spreading width is given by the ‘‘golden rule’’

Gd
↓'2p

^V 2&
D

. ~9!

We wish to study how the distribution,Fd(E), depends
on the degree of mixing by which we mean the strength ofV.
To that end we employ deformed Gaussian orthogonal
semble~DGOE! @5#. In this modelH is real symmetric and
its matrix elements are taken to be independent Gaus
distributed random numbers with zero mean and varian
^(H0)k,k

2 &5a2/2N for the diagonal matrix elements an
^(V)k,k8

2 &5l2a2/4N for the off-diagonal matrix elements
We take ^(V)k,d

2 &5^(V)d,k
2 &5l2a2/4N, as well, although

choosing a different variance for this matrix element may
appropriate in some applications.
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The parameterl may be varied between 0 and 1 an
determines the degree of mixing. The parametera deter-
mines the energy interval over which the eigenvalues
distributed. In the limiting casel50 the eigenvaluesEn are
Gaussian distributed;

r0~E!5
N3/2

aAp
expS 2NE2

a2 D , ~10!

while in the limit l51 they are distributed according to th
Wigner semicircular law:

r1~E!5N
2

pa2
Aa22E2. ~11!

We perform an unfolding of the spectrum ofH defined by

xn5E
2`

En
dEr~E!, ~12!

wherer(E) is the smoothly varying part of the level densit
Thus the unfolded spectrum has mean level density equ
1 and is dimensionless. The smooth variation of the le
density was obtained in practice by fitting the cumulat
level density~staircase function!

x5 (
n51

N11

u~E2En! ~13!

~the letteru denotes the unit step function! to a polynomial
using the method of linear least squares@6#. For the caseN
550 ~used in the calculations below! we found the function
which gave the best visual fit was a polynomial of degree

In order to compare our calculation of the strength fun
tion on the unfolded energy scale with the Lorentzian
proximation, Eqs.~8! and~9!, we apply a simplified unfold-
ing to these approximate formulas, defined by

x5
E

D
. ~14!

Thus the unfolded version of the golden rule is

Gd
↓

D
'2p

^V 2&

D2
. ~15!

Persson and A˙ berg@7# proposed the following formula fo
the mean~meaning averaged over the energy range wh
the eigenvalues are distributed! density of states of the
DGOE which interpolates betweenl50 and l51, valid
whena52:

r̄l5
N3/2

4lN1/217N21.5l
. ~16!

Figure 1 displays our calcuations of the strength funct
~solid lines! for variousl using Eqs.~5!–~7! where the ei-
genvalues@unfolded using the procedure defined by Eq.~12!#
and eigenvectors are generated by the DGOE. We perfor
01130
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our calculations usingN550, while the width of the Lo-
rentzian used to represent thed function @Eq. ~4!# is I 53.
We seta52.

The dotted lines in Fig. 1 are the strength function calc
lated using the Lorentzian approximation, Eqs.~8! and ~9!.
The mean square value of the coupling is taken to be^V 2&
'l2a2/4N. The mean level spacingD is taken to be
1/r0(E50)5aAp/N3/2; the lower limit for the level spacing
of the DGOE spectra.

Using the estimates of the previous paragraph, the co
tion ^V 2&/D2.1 ~for the single stateud& to be significantly
mixed with more than a single one of theuq&) implies l
.2Ap/N. Thus for N550, although we can calculate th
strength function for arbitrary smalll, it is only meaningful
for l.0.07. The value ofI should be chosen so that it is
negligible fraction of the combined widthGd

↓1I while being
greater than the level spacing~unity after unfolding!.

From Fig. 1 we can see that for weakl the strength
function has an approximately Lorentzian shape. Forl be-
low 0.07 the strength function is essentially a Lorentzian
width I 53. For l.0.07 a Lorentzian shape is maintaine
only up tol50.1 where after the strength function broade
towards a semicircle beforel51. An ensemble average wa
performed over 100 realizations for the casesl50.05, 0.08,
and 0.1, while to obtain a relatively smooth strength funct
for l50.2, 0.5, and 1, it was necessary to average over 1
realizations.

In Fig. 2 we plot the following calculations for the sprea
ing width of ud& as a function ofl:

~i! Equation~6!, at the peak valueE5Ed where the ei-
genvalues@unfolded using the procedure defined by Eq.~12!#
and eigenvectors are generated by the DGOE. An ensem
average was performed over 100 realizations for alll; oth-
erwise the same parameters are used as were used in F

~ii ! The limiting value (l51) for the width calculated
using the golden rule@Eq. ~15!# and density Eq.~11! at E
50: 2p(a2/4N)(2N/ap)252N/p.

~iii ! The golden rule expression for the width using t

FIG. 1. Strength function,Fd(E), for various values of the mix-
ing parameter,l, calculated using DGOE~solid lines! and calcu-
lated using the Lorentzian approximation~dotted lines!. See text for
the discussion.
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Poisson density, Eq. ~10!, at E50: 2p(l2a2/
4N)(N3/2aAp)25l2N2/2.

~iv! The golden rule with the density Eq.~16!:
2p(l2a2/4N) r̄l

2 .
~v! The full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the

strength functionFd(E), Eqs. ~5!–~7!, calculated using the
DGOE.

Three regions may be identified in the DGOE calculatio
@lines ~i! and ~v!# in Fig. 2. We see thatGd

↓(Ed) for very
weak coupling (l,0.04) has a quadratic dependence wh
accurately follows the golden rule calculation@line ~ii !#. Be-
tweenl50.05 andl50.15 the dependence is linear beco
ing very weak asl approaches unity. The behavior of th
DGOE is simulated by Eq.~16! of Persson and A˙ berg

FIG. 2. Spreading width ofud& as a function of the mixing
parameterl. See text for meaning of~i!–~iv!.
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for the average level density@line ~iv!#. At l51 our
DGOE calculation ofGd

↓(Ed) is approximately a factor
@r1(E50)/r̄1#25(4/p)251.6 greater than the calculatio
which employs Eq.~16!. The FWHM @line ~v!# also has a
quadratic dependence onl for weakl. A linear dependence
is maintained up tol50.3 after which thel dependence
becomes very weak asl approaches unity. Whenl50 the
FWHM is just equal to the averaging interva
I (53). In the opposite limit ofl51 the FWHM is essen-
tially equal toN(550); i.e., the stateud& is spread over all
the eigenstates ofH. Thus in the limitl51, the golden rule
@line ~ii !# is a factor 2/p smaller than the FWHM.

Reference@3# investigated the spreading width of a bas
state of a shell model Hamiltonian as a function of t
strength of the residual interaction~corresponding tola
above!. They identified regions where the spreading wid
has a quadratic dependence on thel ~weak mixing! becom-
ing linear for largerl. They also found that the golden rul
cannot be used to estimate the FWHM of the strength fu
tion for strong mixing.

In conclusion we have studied how the shape and width
the the strength function of a single state depends on
degree of mixing, using random matrix theory. An applic
tion of these results to the decay out of a superdeform
rotational band is in progress. We intend to use the pres
results to investigate the evolution of the statistical nature
the sea of normally deformed states, with which a super
formed state may mix, as a superdeformed nucleus casc
down a rotational band.
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